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IMAGING: A CONCEPTU AL FRAMEWO RK AND THE
SPECIAL CASE OF CORPORA TE IMAGE ADVERTISING
Gülden ASUGMAN.
Mustafa DİLBER·•
IMAGING: A CONCEPTUA L FOCUS
The concept of irnaging can best be understood in terrns of its interface
with the well-publicized strategy of positioning. The concept of positioning
could be traced back to Claude Hopkins in the 1920's, but its earliest
applications are found only in the late 1950's at General Foods Corporation .
At that time, patents in food products and processes were becorning diffıcult
to protect: it had become evident tlıat. if exculisivity was to be had, it rnust be
established ·in the rn ind ' of tlıe consumer. Research psychologists at
Nowland and Co. and Post Division felt that 'rnental and perceptual
exclusivity ' for product innovations, in the sense that a parent gives legal
exclusivity' for product innovations, in the sense that a patent gives legal
exclusivity, had to be attained ifa cornpetitive edge was to be gained. üne of
those researchers, Bob Kolesik, rnay be credited for coining the terrn
"positioning" to refer to the rneans of attaining such rnental exclusivity.
Positioning, however, was not popularized until the 1970's when
books, articles and countless speaking engagements by Al Ries and Jack trout
turned the concept into the biggest idea to hit the marketing world in years.
Undoubtedly many were already engaged in that kind of thinkig in order to
focus. creativity into a meaningful consumer message. but Ries and Trout
provided the handle to a business that loves buzz words. Even though it
would be diffıcult to fınd in mır day a marketing or advertising expert who
does not pay homage or lip service to positioning, Ries and Trout have only
recently criticized the latter for ignoring sound poisioning in favor of
'creativity'. They ela im that advertisers are focusing primarily on creativity
and brilliance in execution, de-emphasizin g in the process the much needed
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positioning content (Ries and Trout, 1989). They attack the great god
' creativity ' saying it was stil! ' alive and well and causing havoc' in the
twentieth anniversary of their positioning approach .
This stance has attracted pointed responses froın marketers. Pat Fallon.
chaiirman of Fallon McElligott, while not condoning or encouraging
creativity in a vacuum , suggests that dismissing the execution part of the
exuation as uniınportant. or claiıns to the effect that "creativity ought to be
the quiet. well-behaved hand-nıaiden of a stronger intellectual sister' are
comınensurate with 'bad thinking ' ( 1989). David S.Kagan. President of
Johnson and Dean, says he is'' ... tired of their (Ries and Trout's) tirade, their
long-nınning charade ... their positioning shtick is little more than a gussiedup creative repackaging of Rosser Reeves ' ancient. though tiıne-honored
axionı-- the USP ( U nique Seli ing Proposition)" ( 1989).
it is apparent that there is a lot of confusion around the theory and
practice of positioning as well ~ s its premises. The following analysis
purpoıts to dispel soıne of that confusion. particularly in regard to the allimportant diınension of imaging.
The widely accepted definition of positioning strategy involves getting
consumers to think about the product in such an exclusive manner that it will
appeal !n competitive marketing. To achieve such exclusivity, the ınarketer
must cause consunıers to conceptualize products in specific ways according
to sonıe concept which the marketer iııteııds consumers to incorporate in their
miııds . We refer to these as "positioııiııg inteııtions . " These intentions are
carried out through a series of activities that include product development,
product characterizing. nanı ing/ branding. packaging. instore location. and
pricing.
The aim of positioning is to achieve an image ofa product that will
cause consunıers to prefer and use it in solving sonıe problem, or in serving
soırıe purpose. An image must be generated that attracts consunıers to a
product which. when used. is pretty much what was expected and which
provides an entirely satisfactory solution to the consumer problem . This
image and product. working togetlıer. ınust operate as a perceptual barrier
against any other offering addressed to tlıe saıne problem or purpose . Tlıis is.
of course, an ideal wlıiclı nıay be relatively easy to aclıieve in soıne
situations. but quite difticult or even impossible in otlıers . Yet, given tlıe fact
that nıost con s unıers have a limited span of attention, are unwilling to spend
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time in learn ing abou t produ cts, and posse
ss quite specifıc needs and
purpo ses for purch asing produ cts, it is impe rative
for the ınarketer to inıage
his offer ings preci sely. Such shapi ng and iınag
ing of produ cts targe ted to
specifıc consunıer segınents is the essen
ce of positi oning .
The basic posit ionin g proce ss consi sts of the follow
ing steps:

1. ldent ifying a vulne rabili ty; i.e.
defen ded
resou rces.

coınpetitive

soıne unsat isfied need or weak ly
offer ing that can be explo ited with the avail
able

2. Evalu ating the mark et oppo11unit)ıl"İn light of
i)the resou rce base, ii)
possi ble mark et segınents. partic ularly as they
relate to differ ences in
consu rner purpo ses for use. and iii)po ssible
respo nses and resou rce
alloc ation s of conıpetitors.
3. Choo sing one or a comb inatio n of the basic
posıtıons such as
defen se, or enjoy ment . This choic e will estab lish
the basic thrus t of the produ ct fora given class of
users.
ınaintenance. enhancenıent,

Main tenan ce activ ities are those used to ınaint
ain one's prese nt
condi tion witlı no inten tion or desir e for impro veme
nt; they are neces sary for
the prese rvatio n of life and coınfort and ınust
be pursu ed even thoug h they
ınay not be intrin sicall y enjoy able.
Work ing at a job for the purpo se of
earni ng an incom e is a proto type nıaintenance
activi ty. Siınilarly. doing the
laundry, clean ing the house . prepa ring food invol
ve the use of produ cts in
main tenan ce routin es. Since nıany main tenan ce
activ ities may be tedio us or
borin g, they are susce ptible to chang e for
conve nienc e, or for varie ty
purpo ses.
Enha ncem ent actıvıtıes are pursu ed atten tively
for purpo ses of
enhan cing the indiv idual 's situat ion. status .
conıpetence,
or physi cal
condi tion: e.g. coınpetence pursu ed throu gh educa
tion: status and presti ge
pursu ed throu gh socia l and politi cal activi ties.
or throu gh assoc iation with
symb ols and posse ssion s: physi cal betternıent
pursu ed throu gh diets.
exerc ise, medi cines , ete. So long as an enhan ceme
nt objec tive has not been
reach ed or canı10t be addre ssed routin ely, it will
be pursu ed attent ively .
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Defense activities are engaged in to aveıt, thwaıt , or dissipate some
real and/or iınagined threat; e.g. roaches, flying. contaın in ati on of food,
burglars, ete.
Enjoymen t activities help avoid broedom and/or fili leisure time. They
as
ınay be intrinsic (stiınulate the brain through cognitive activities such
working puzzles. playing cards, reading detective fıction, tc.);
hedonic/se nsory (derived froın sensory stiınulation by spicy, sweet or tart
foods, colorful pretty flowers, music, artwork, dancing, ete.); and positive
emotional (being in love, spiritual upl ift, patriotic arousaL ete.).
4.Giving the product individual ity within the product class in which it
will coınpete . Based on an analysis of consuıner attitudes. beliefs,
assumptio ns and needs, a specifıc product with specifıc features about which
we will ınake specifıc proınises of benefıts and uses to specifıc kinds of
part
consuıners and market segments ouglıt to be lıypotlıesized. A necessary
or
sociaL
physical,
potential
of tlıis procedure is the lıypothesizing of any
psycholog ical barriers tlıat ınust be overcoıne to achieve a positive consuıner
iınage and the representa tions needed to overcoıne these barriers.
5. Preparing a product pro-forına; i.e. a written statement that can be
referred to during the process of concept assessınent, product developnıent.
product/co ncept nıatching. and iınaging . it ınust be expressed in language
(verbal, pictorial and/or other sensory ınodality if pertinent) that can be
n
coınınunicated to consumer s for the purpose of obtaining informatio
g.
essential to evaluating and/or revising the concept or positionin
6. Expeditin g the positionin g intention by the product developm ent and
comınunication programs specifıed in the product pro-forına .
As can be seen froın this suınmary of the positionin g process. a
constant interaction is demanded between the positionin g intention. product
developm ent and advertisin g. The function of imaging perıneates al 1 three
througlı the process of imputing character to the product.
lmaging is a mental activity -- a process. The end product of this
process is an iınage -- a ınomentary conscious iınpression or synopsis of
objects or events experienc ed in the past and projected into some present or
futurc context. lmages may have more or less fidelity depending on the
.: lariı' at the time of experienc e . They are generated from concepts or
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information registered in the nervous systeın : i.e. stored in meınory . The
iınage ofa product is the impression that can be recalled under appropriate
'reıninder' stiımılation. This image will be a succession of impressions which
involve the use of the product and the consequences of its use. Although we
are accustoıned to think of images as visual, they may be of any modality -auditory, tactile, gustatory, olfactory, kinesthetic, or any combination of
these.
The ıneınory basis for iınagery is acquired froın many sources -hearsay, product trial, advertising, packaging, location in the store, the store
in which the product is purchased, the kinds of people who use the product.
and the price. The image may be coınposed of several components: e.g. how
and how well it works. its hedonic and/or emotional effect what it provides in
ınonetary value, and so on.
be acquired through cues provided by the ınarketer, or froın
sources not controlled by the marketer. A retaiiler may, for example.
systematically discount the product so that an 'econoıny' component is
communicated . The mamıfacturer may exert a high degree of control over the
image or may allow the image to develop by default. Systematic control of
the image is achieved by controlling ali facets of the product and
communication about the product. Ali facets should be predetermined on the
basis of knowledge about the market niche the product is intended to serve.
On the basis of prior knowledge. usually obtained by various kinds of
research, the ınarketer formulates some hypothesis about the kind of product
that will seli ata level required for profıtability.
Iınage ınay

Consumers are attracted to the product by its pre-use image and will
continue or discontinue use on the basis of its post-use iınage. Therefore, the
marketer will not only have to provide the right product, but also a pre-andpost use image.
in short, imaging is the condition of being aware of and attending to
'stored' knowledge, perhaps as influenced by tacit knowledge (intuition), and
projecting future consequences froın it throuh planned action. lmages, like
other cognitive phenoınena. are very temporary: they flow in a constant
streaın as memory content is manipulated for some purpose. The image we
have ofa product is a succession of iınpressions we have of it as we consider
its use. If we have no plan or intention for its use. it will be diffıcult to
maintain iınagery of it. Like an imaged musical ttıne. we image a succession
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A
have no ınusic and the iınage decays.
of notes; if we tixa te on one note. we
purpose will quic kly disa ppea r from
product that is iınaged with out
use.
awa rene ss and will not be proj ecte d for
COR POR ATE IMA GIN G
ly
ge adve rtisi ng, is an espe cial
Cor pora te iınaging, or corp orat e iına
ader tisin g
fraınework. Crp orat e ima ge
imp orta nt aspe ct of the broad iınaging
:
142)
p.
,
es (Wr ight et al., 1977
gene rally serv es the following obje ctiv
ng
's repu tatio n or goo dwi ll amo
. Enhance or maintain the coınpany
ence .
specifıc pub lic or busi ness audi
. Establish or
nature of business .

ınaintain

nam e and
a level of awa rene ss ofth e com pan y's

keti ng approach
. Provide a unifıed and suppoıtive mar
serv ices .
and
re products
coınbination of pres ent and futu

(uınbrella)

fora

of imp orta nce to the com pan y's
. Edu cate the audi ence on subj ects
future) .
. Establish the

coınpany's

. Bring abou t a chan ge in
coınpany or its products.

concern for
specifıc

environınental

or social issues .

attitudes of the audi ence toward the

es are too obv ious to war rant
While the imp orta nce of these obje ctiv
d
cate that a study has show n that a goo
further elab orat ion. let it suffıce to indi
nt
to investigate a fırın 's investme
corp orat e iınage can replace the need
).
qualifıcations (Bo twin ick. 1981
72% of the top exec utiv es of
Cor pora te adve rtisi ng is very popular.
orat e ima ging would benefıt thei r
Fortune 500 fırıns reported that corp
furthermore, 96 of the top 100 Fortune
com pan y (Sac hs and Chasin. 1976);
e
adve rtise rs (Garbett, 1981 ). While ther
500 fırıns wer e found to be corp orat e
of
me
volu
and
the incrasing scop e
are no statistical stud ies on hand,
lera ting use of corp orat e ima ging in
adve rtisi ng in Turk ey points at an acce
ple, has alre ady expe rien ced grea t
the near future. Pam ukb ank. for exam
ukb ank İyi Bankadır" and Bek o has
succ ess with the theıne "Ge nç Pam
"Be ko Bir Dün ya Markasıdır".
rece ntly esta blis hed the position that
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The remainder of this article purports to give a few handles to the
practitioners of corporate imaging who want to use it more effectively.
üne of the issues in corporate image advertising is the volume of
information to be relayed to the public . While there are advocates of pursuing
a low profile (see, for example, Marton and Boddewyn, 1978), strong
arguments are made in favor ofa high profile, also. While there may be soıne
advantages of behaving in an inconspicuous ınanner by avoiding the attention
of the public, trade associations, critics, and competitors. This strategy may
also be hazardous since the ınissing inforınation is likely to be fılled with
non-controllable information sources. Consequently, Garbett ( 1981 ),
concludes that corporations should ınaintain a high-profıle by generating a
large amount of inforınation about their activities and where they stand on
social issues. respond to public's need for disclosure, and be ready to
counterargue.
Perhaps more important than the voluıne and quantity of the
information is its quality. That inforınation given in corporate ads should be
factual and congruent with the activities of the corporation has been reiterated
frequently (see for exaınple Folkes, 1988; Garbett, 1988: Norton, 1959; Sethi,
1979; Williaıns , 1959). it has also been shown that corporate iınaging ınay ·
also be accomplished through advertisements of successful brands; infact,
this strategy ought to. be preferred if the corporate iınage is likely to be
changed in the near future (Winters, 1986; Gardner, 1983). Aınong other
arguments which support this transforınational role for corporate iınage ads
and recommend the use of brand ads for information purposes, is the case
that once an attribution has been made much greater evidence is required to
change it (Folkes, 1988). According to this perspective, the cognitive
coınponent of attitudes toward the cornpany can be forrned with the
integration of beliefs about its successful brands in the ıninds of consumers.
Consequently, corporate iınage ads can be used to transfer iınages, preferably
visual, which may apply to a broader target group of consurners who will
perceive these irnages as consistent with their self-perceptions and will
empathize with the cornpany (Aaker and Myers 1987). As a ınatter of fact,
corporate ads seem more suitable for transforınational advertising than brand
ads since the consistency and cohesiveness requireınents of transforıııational
advertising apply to corporate iınage advertising well. it can be easier and
more advantageous to associate feelings with the company (by deterınining
beforehand which feelings are rnost relevant with respect to the cornpany
image that needs to be projected) in corporate image ads since "the role of
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feelings in advertising is ınost obvious for coınınercials that contain little or
no product inforınation for. which feelings obviously play an important role"
(Aaker and Myers 1987, p.288).
Another point that needs to be clarifıed is whether to present a perfect
and one-sided company image or not. Alınost all the evidence in this regard
suggests the use of two-sided arguınents. Specifıcally. instead of trying to
convey an iınage of excellence, the company image can be presented as it is
with possibly some weaknesses - which will make it appear more humanlike
and thus more believable - accoınpanied with an İn'lage of what it is trying to
be (Garbett 1988). Folkes ( 1988) points out that one - sided pos iti ve appeals
tned to be discounted by subjects since "praise is socially ınore acceptable"
and that two-sided ad appeals are perceived as more credible. She adds that
" including some negative information in ar ad may enhance the credibility of
positive information in the ad'' (p.553). Asa matter of fact, results of recent
research in the area supports this argument. Wyckham ( 1987), based on the
results of this survey, concludes that implied superiority claims not only have
the potential to deceive the consumers but that they also endanger "the
credibility of the institution of advertising" . Results ofa study conducted by
Kamins et al. ( 1989) confırm the hypotheses that using two-sided appeals
increase the credibility and effectivenes s of the ad as well as improving "the
image of the sponsor in terms of overall quality of service" (p.8). in another
study, Kanıins ( 1989) reports similar results which show that two-sided
celebrity appeals enhance attitudes and purchase intentions . in the light of
these results. it can be proposed that it nıay be better for a coınpany not to
present a perfect coınpany iınage in its corporate inıage ads in order not to
cause people to lower their evaluations of the conıpany based on their
disconfırmatory experiences with the coınpany or its products.
A final point that appears in the literature of corporate image ads is
whether corporate iınage advertising helps in case of negative feel ings toward
the company and how it can be used effectively in such ases (W inters 1977,
Winters 1983, Winters 1986). Results of the studies in the area provide
support that advertising to hostile audiences helps at least in keeping them
fronı becoıning ın.ore hostile towards the coınpany (Winters 1977). As far as
how to use corporate image advertising in case of existence of prevailing
negative attitudes toward the company is concerned, recent research results
suggest that this could be done with advocacy advertising which is a subset of
corporate image advertising. Several authors ınention the risks inolved in
advocacy advertising (Balen. 1984. Cutler and Muehling 1989, Sethi 1979)
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which arise froın the possibility of offending several constitutent groups.
However. as Garbett ( 1986) eınphasizes. ..corporate adertising. whose
principal role is related to public relations, can usually not afford this luxury.
it cannot offend (p.36). Thus. it appears that unless attituted toward the
coınpany are at the low end of the spectrum. it is better not ot engage in
advocacy advertising since being a part of corporate comımınications. this
will have iınpact on the total corporate image (Sethi 1979). in the case of
negative attitudes toward the compaııy though. advocacy advertisiııg helps '
restore the iınage (Winters 1986). At least this was the case with oil
coınpanies and the results of the caınpaign led Winters ( 1986) to the
conclusion that social conduct image (such as protection of the environınent)
needs to be emphasized wheıı there are public affairs problems or attitudes
toward the company are low. Therefore. advocacy ads can be used to chaııge
negative attitudes toward the company by giviııg iııforınatioıı iıı these ads
since eınotional appeals in this type of ads decrease their effectiveııess (Boleıı
1984).
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